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I Quit TV
Erica Bodwell

& the crossing guard
with his crank radio
 
didn’t care, Comcast didn’t care
(we kept cable
 
for sports,
for boys), the household
 
didn’t care but was happy
for dinner every night.
 
I quit TV & hours
of evening
 
unfurled at my feet, arrows
pointing to read,
 
rest, pointing away
from the actress having sex
 
with her coworker
while her husband sleeps
 
in the glow
of the baby monitor,
 
biting her bee-stung lip
like a little girl,
 
selling dime bags
of pot before it was legal—
 
cooler than cool,
& so fuckable.

I quit TV
and borrowed a book from the library:
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The Body is Not an Apology. 
And although I have been at the task
 
of untangling myself from lines & hooks
for decades, still,
 
I read it
as an anthropologist would, 
 
as someone who hadn’t seen
a hundred thousand
 
images of women & girls
in stilettos,
 
[I quit
stilettos]
 
bomber jackets
borrowed from boyfriends,
 
[I quit
bomber jackets]
 
flannel shirts long
over short skirts, fishnets,
 
[I quit
fishnets]
 
nude lip gloss,
bronzer—
 
[I quit
lip gloss]
 
as if I were someone
who’d never erased her self

with the performance of pierced ears
& tan lines.
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[I quit
tan lines]
 
I quit TV long after I quit
making out in trucks
 
with men not my husband, long after
the baby monitors
 
were sold at yard sales,
long after
 
I stopped biting hooks, stopped
casting lines—
 
Arigato-meiwaku, Basho would say
 as he hiked through villages
 
accumulating gifts he could not     
humanly carry             thanks  
        
but no thanks   I quit TV—
more air,
 
a bit less bait in the bucket.
I miss them—
 
those hours pretending
I could free myself
 
[I quit
pretending]
 
from myself,
though I love the apple trees
 
in the back yard
& sitting under them
 
& the ceiling 
of sky.
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So What if Jupiter Will Be This Close 
Tonight (or Not a Love Poem)
Michele Karas

I do not to pine for what is 
measurable. I will not trace 
Galileo’s brilliant pinhole rising 
in the east. My least favorite 
of Jupiter’s moons is Io, my least 
favorite planet, inconstant. The cosmos 
is a never-ending track of the same 
damn wedding song pinging 
pointlessly into a void. I’m not 
looking at the sky because another 
woman’s image is lighting up his mobile, 
large-scale surface features, naked, 
equatorial. In god-like fashion Jupiter 
outshines Saturn by some fourteen times 
tonight. But what do we mean by bright 
when a fist held at arm’s length covers 
the distance between heavenly bodies?
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Stuffing Box
Michele Karas

Wavering horizons of heat lifting 
off asphalt, glinting contusion, the parking lot 
across which I haul an aquarium filled 
           with my sister’s belongings—

A set of climbing ropes trailing black 
and neon blue, a wet suit gently used 
by a smothering sea, a dog-eared diary meant 
           never to be read by me. 

Ask me how many days a hermit crab 
can survive outside water. How many more 
           without a shell? 

From an upper-story terrace, a blonde-
haired neighbor whinnies into a cell phone. 
 
I want to like her. I want to feel comforted 
by the card she timidly pressed into my palm 
when we met in the elevator yesterday.

But instead, the sound of the woman’s 
cheerfulness makes me want to chew gravel. 

I set down my burden in the shade 
of a Magnolia tree. Snot-sodden tissues 
affixed to waxy green leaves. White pickets 
driven in deep define a dog run.

The impulse to see what is beautiful
in this world, will that leave me, too?

Bending over the tank, the ground trembles
and ropes retract; all the days I have yet 
to live and laugh, sister-less, rushing in

like bilge water into a hull, then roaring 
out again into the awful California sun.
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[Beauty, little sister]
M.A. Scott

Beauty, little sister, we thought it was all we needed and everything we lacked. The 5:00 a.m. hiss of your 
curling iron. Caustic dabs of Clearasil. You turned to the mirror to curse your thighs and I learned I 
was prettier sad. What could we desire now that would wake us with such urgency? In the back of some 
dresser drawer is a horde of lipsticks, once carried in a purse too good for everyday, scraped hollow by a 
finger. Revlon still makes Love That Pink. Remember quenching ourselves from the ice-crusted paw of 
a hand-purled mitten, the same way some kittens will suckle on woolen things? Nothing has tasted so 
sweet, so lanolin since. Over the sink we wash our hands, check for spinach in the teeth, a stray hair. We 
grapple ourselves; adjust a strap, our carriage. Maybe nothing can save us from the hurt which nurses us. 
But beauty, little sister. There is a silk scarf fluttering in a high tree branch as a hawk lifts its prey to the 
sky. A cat lapping the liquid from a tuna can. This morning a red balloon floated over the highway like a 
lost planet. Could we let that be enough?
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Dear Shadow in the Spring Dust
Lucia LoTempio 

 It is wrong to say one kind of beauty replaces another. –Paisley Rekdal
 
This flat expanse of road perfectly obscured by snow,
the rounded precision of dispersed particles—
 
I could not drive over that, even if it would get me
to you a minute or five sooner.
 
This dear shadow
in the spring dust.
 
This stutter in your mouth
when you say your own name.
 
This green gum band around the claw
of a lobster moving slow motion in a tank.
 
This tulip unfurled to signal the start of May,
yellow opening and pollen speck scattered.
 
This unlaid egg I would fight over as a child; this whole
chicken simmering with the squish fetus enclosed.
 
This maker of my own destiny;
this wide-legged stance unmoveable.
 
This bottle of champagne when only I wanted to celebrate;
made you open it, culled a soft spot for you to settle into.
 
This soggy attempt at a rhubarb pie;
this cream weighed down by almonds.
 
This edible flower speared into the cake
that you placed in your mouth, thoughtfully.
 
All to say, that was the season I loved you instead.
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And this time, nothing was being done to me
and it felt wonderfully free and I walked everywhere alone.
 
My hand flopping hello
as if sopped down by the sleet.
 
Every hour, a new smothering—this pillow,
please hand it to me, love.
 
And the window closed to fresh rain
then thrown open again.
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I Promised Myself I’d Never Become 
the Person Who Refers to His Rabbits 
as Children
Malcolm Friend

and yet here I am.
I swear I know the difference.
I still cry harder for murdered
Black folk than animal cruelty.
But anytime I enter a room
and Peanut comes running
to my feet I can’t help but coo
Hey, baby girl; when Wally
waits by my side for his greens
I have no choice but to smile.
I know that Peanut isn’t
my daughter, Wally my son,
but how can I not let my cheeks swell
whenever they ease their front paws
into my lap or hop onto my chest
as I lay down? How can I feel anything
but my heart’s soft rhythm anytime
they lower their heads below my hand
in search of pets, soft rhythm of teeth
sliding against each other in joy?
How can I look into their marble eyes
and not believe they’re looking back
in love? All I know is the day
we adopted Peanut, I sat alone
in the meeting room with her. She edged
closer and closer, until she could poke
her chin out and rub it all over my shoes,
mark me as hers. All I know is that
the first few months we had her
she would spend hours under the futon,
would only come out to grab food
and drag it back under with her.
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And believe I read every article
I could find online about how rabbits
are prey animals, every instinct in them
wired to seek safety. Believe I spent hours
every day that summer on my knees
trying to lure her out with lettuce and cilantro
and celery until finally she would jump
onto the futon and lay down next to me.
And one night my love woke me up crying,
wept I just started thinking, what’ll we do
when Peanut dies? and I brushed it off,
said we were years away from that, because
I didn’t understand, wouldn’t understand
until the night Peanut woke me up
by hopping onto my chest and sniffing
my neck. And I whispered Hey, baby girl,
pet her until she sat still, cheeks shuffling
with the soft rhythm of teeth sliding together
right on top the soft rhythm of my heart,
which I’m learning every day has so much
more love to give than I ever thought.
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The Day María Touches Down I Listen 
to Plena Libre’s “Huracán”
Malcolm Friend

“el huracán ya te azotó”
      —Plena Libre
 
left to worship a storm, to worship its wake, te azotó.
the wind pushing you, causing your legs to quake—te azotó.
 
how las olas remind you of their force,
a cruel baptism spitting sea in your face. Te azotó.
 
except you are generations removed from this land,
know this shore whips you like its waves—te azotó.
 
sabes que borinquen te niega, guttural tongue and touch—
el archipiélago no te acaricia bien; te azotó.
 
and still you sit here, con una canción, safety of firm
standing, contemplating image of un pandero que te azotó.
 
but only with its percussion—this the only disruption
you know, the only wind making you shake. Ay, te azotó
 
when does a hurricane stop being metaphor?
how simple to say a soundwave whisks you away, te azotó.
 
all you have is this cyclone storm, its irony,
writing of disaster from a safer state. Te azotó.
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Ode to Justin Bieber, Ending on 
Presidential Jumpshots
Malcolm Friend

Who hasn’t needed a white boy
to endorse them at some point? Even Yankee
and Fonsi aren’t güero enough. For me,
it was high school Spanish, classmates
singing along to all the songs we learned
for vocab. Laughing afterward as they donned
mock-Univision accents, spoke slowly. Or maybe
it was the AP movie project, the in-class award
for “Best Accent” me and the other Latin folk
were barred from. I know you don’t understand,
Justin. Could never know what it is
to have your blood spilled into a language,
the slow drowning of your throat to choke on both.
When your accent is flat or you forget the words,
you aren’t accused of cutting your tongue out,
burying it in yanqui soil. You get to laugh it off: Haha,
 funny accent. Funny tongue. Despacito.
 
                                                                     I watch the President
slowly lob paper towels like he’s playing an arcade game,
into a crowd of people who look like my dad—smirk
There’s a lot of love here. Try to dig through the muck,
unearth this tongue and stitch it back into my mouth,
but all I find is you—find all the white boys
who laughed off their accents. Struggle to cry
through this blood slow-gurgling in my throat.
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Untethered
Deborah L. Staunton

The train’s horn is low and dense like the fog that envelops the street. Standing on my brother’s twin bed, 
I peer into the darkness just above the garage. He once rode a bicycle across its gray-shingled roof, air-
borne and untethered, releasing the gleaming handlebars, face in the wind. Tonight the wind calls to the 
trees that hover along the back fence, its tenor piercing the train’s bass. A dog barks at the crescent moon, 
a neighbor’s screen door creaks, a flash of headlights streaks across the top window pane. Fireflies dance 
through the darkened leaves blinking like fairy lights woven through the trees.

Pots and pans clank and rattle below, spaghetti sauce bubbles, its oregano scent curls and winds its way 
up the stairs to mingle with the fresh soap smell of newly washed sheets. I’m supposed to be asleep. The 
front door opens, Daddy’s keys jingle, footsteps heavy on the stairs, whiskey smell invading the soap and 
oregano. His thunderous voice drowns out the train. I wonder if Mom thinks about the roof and dreams 
about the day when she too will be untethered.
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In the Basement of the Film Building
Rachel Ann Girty

Jean is taking a tour around the world to find his ex-lover, Tobey, who’s playing dead so that Jean’s 
nemesis, Philip, can frame Jean for Tobey’s murder. It’s a complicated plot, isn’t it? Jean thinks so 
too. It’s quite uncomfortable that he’s gotten himself involved in such an affair, especially because 
he has to keep flying business class to each new country he visits.

At least he gets to “work from home,” which, one writer argues, is a huge status symbol these days. 
Another writer proposes there’s an enormous cyan toner drama in Jean’s office today (back home in 
Berlin) but no one knows how to spell cyan, so Jean is unable to order new toner. In any case, he’s 
in Paris now and he has a gun.

This is all a soap opera, of course, and Jean is being played by someone named Mike. Mike has been 
feeling very small lately, like someone’s zooming the camera out away from him. That isn’t happen-
ing—all of us writers have checked. It’s just something happening with Mike psychologically, and 
we’re glad he trusts us enough to let us know.

The essential problem, however, is that when Mike feels small, Jean ends up looking very sad, and, 
we should have mentioned it before, but this soap opera is supposed to be self-parodic, in a sense, 
because we’ve all been very bored lately, and, much to our annoyance, we’re ending up with a very 
good soap opera. There’s something funny we could do with cyan and cyanide, but we’re not quite 
sure yet. Right now we’re really hoping something good can happen with that gun.
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In Those Days
Rachel Ann Girty

She lived about an hour west of the office where she worked long hours. It ruined her eyes, all that 
staring into the sun. When I met her, she was already wearing sunglasses nearly all the time. Oth-
erwise you could see her little squinting muscles trying to squint and all the muscles around them 
trying to keep them from squinting. She didn’t like to squint. One of her parents had told her it was 
rude, or something.

In that clichéd homosexual way, I wanted to be her and I wanted to fuck her, which I suppose had 
something to do with the fact that the only person I’d ever fucked was myself. I was only eighteen, 
you see, and she was not my professor, only the clerk at the law office by the university, but I liked 
to pretend she was my professor—those half-ruined eyes!—and when she handed me my name tag, 
I always pretended she was handing me a paper and that on it, instead of writing my name, she’d 
written the letter F.

We talked late into the night, when I was supposed to be doing my research and she was supposed 
to be shuffling papers around. They treat me just like a slave, she would say, and I liked that a lot, be-
cause in addition to pretending she was my professor, I liked to pretend I was a young man growing 
up in Russia, like a Dostoevsky novel or something, and that my life was full of torment and little 
cloth bags.

The thing about little cloth bags is that I have always, always wanted to be one, and I have always, 
always, wanted to fuck one, even though I wouldn’t have the slightest idea how.
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Creation Myths
Rachel Ann Girty

You used to leave your hair in his shower. It was sexy, animal. Like you were just molting all the 
time. Especially when wet. You would pull it out in fistfuls, since you wanted a quick shower. A 
chilly one. Got your blood pumping. Skin tight. You balled it up, twisted it up, twirled it around 
your fingers and left it on the ledge, a few wires hanging down into the shampoo drip leading to the 
drain. It became a tradition. Traditional.

I used to make creation myths up in my head. All the standard casts and symbols: a Tree, a Great 
One, a Spirit, the Wind, the Rain, a Little Girl, a Piano Falling. This was before I met you and it 
all seemed primordial, eternal. Especially the piano. I could never explain why. And then I saw 
those wiry hairs against the porcelain tub, and I knew why I loved you but I still didn’t know why I 
thought the world had begun with falling pianos.
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Glow-in-the-Dark Stars
Sean Reynolds

How were you wearing your hair back then?
         I think I let it run with blood.
         And blow into right angles behind me
         and when I walked to the corner for the bus
         I carried myself like a street that runs red.
 
And I left my hair to dry on plastic seat backs,
         or no, it was already winter, when I was watching
         from the bottom of a dark slope of Coke in a can
 for seven in the morning and you
 to sit like a space heater beside me.
 
 You were a sophomore then and already
 made the joke about dating that ends
 on the tip of your tongue, you talked 
 like a blow dryer to the bangs on my eyes.
 
Because what did I used to do to myself on school nights
 I think I’d find some one or two in the morning
 where I could sit with the bathroom mirror
 and watch the yawning pores on my face
 gather all the reds of the world in their laps.
 
I could open and close my pores at will,
 I could twirl them in my fingertips,
 and dip the end of a thumbtack
 in a white cap of alcohol.
 
And how did I used to wear my pores to bed,
         I think I’d keep them knitted and cross-stitched,
         or cursive and lower-cased,
         I’d leave them loose and untucked for the night,
 blossomed in bleeding letters of fingernail fonts.
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 I’d put on a double-x red sweatshirt
 that ran by my thighs and lie beneath
 glow-in-the dark stars on drywall
 accusing the sheets for touching me.

And what did you used to do with me at your house in the early afternoons,
         I’m pretty sure I was still a bare drywall of a person
         set up in a space you were redoing into a bedroom
         where you would take me to reconstellate the stars
         and ask why I wore such loose and lower-cased clothes.

Then I know exactly how the game went from that point,
 where you got to mouth the names of hues to me
 from across a bed and I had to subtract them
 from my sweatshirts until all I had was the clear color
 that Coke becomes at the sharp tip of a slope in a can,
 
 when it pricks clean the back of my throat
 and forces up the confession that the care
 I give to my hair in the morning was the standard
 for all the other care that I could give.
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The Dagger That Grows at the Base 
of the Breastbone
Sean Reynolds

There, beneath the ring finger
of the Dead Matador,
if you trace a plumb
line down—that’s where Manet
placed the bone that grows
into a dagger against us.
 
But it’s not just Manet—
you start to notice
the hand resting on
the same spot of the chest
in the Dying Slave
of Michelangelo, or the Virgin
of Caravaggio, or the Chatterton
of Pre-Raphaelites,
and pretty soon you start
to develop a complex about it,
because that is where you
put your hand too.
 
 If you are ever bringing
 someone back to life, you have
 to be careful about this bone,
 because it is not a true bone—
 it can break off from the sternum
 during a chest compression
 and float around the body,
 stabbing you, your diaphragm,
 your guts, and your insides.

You were the first
to find mine. You said
something was sticking out
at the bottom of my chest,
and that it was a leftover
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from when we were birds
and we would use it like a
keel in the wind. You tried
to move it around.
 
You told me to start to say a vowel,
so you could play my diaphragm
like it would forever fill up again.
I gave you an e and you turned it
upside down in the palm of your hand
you pushed my ribs to yell.

At night I began to take my mom’s
aerobic weights and push down
on my sternum when I was in bed—
hard and faster, harder—
I thought I could be
the first man to stab myself
with the dagger that grew inside me.
 
I did not know yet there were groups
of violent men who could say hello to me
like the blood rushing to my head
and then hit me hard enough to hit
a virgin note of nerves against my spine
and invent a great vowel shift in my voice.
 
I did not know that men could
also play me, and press hard enough
to illuminate my whole interior
like a photoflash filament.
That was the only way I ever saw most of me,
and the drawings you left on my walls.
 
It was men who played me with passion,
and left nothing of me but a sternum
to divide the wind.
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They say that men hit you hard enough
to make you see stars. But you
don’t see stars.
         You see black
and you are aware you are looking
at black. And the wind hums.
Through your hollow bird bones.
As a bee. Caught in a straw. And
You think you are hearing
laughing. And the men are
running. Away from you.
And you remember it is Sunday
and you have played
out your diaphragm and screamed all
your vowels for the week.

. 
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Father of the Year
Tyrel Kessinger

When your father arrives you’ll be glad such a large retainer of your family is there too. You may not 
like most of them due to the awful nature of their right-wing politics but you won’t be talking about 
that today. Not until Uncle Vince gets drunk anyway. Your sister will text you an explanation of why 
she’s running late and, inevitably, fail to show: Sorry. Have to work late. 😡😭. You’ll know it’s really be-
cause she’s scared to death, same as you. After all, neither one of you have seen your father for 18 years. 
And neither of you had ever wavered in your belief of his absolute guilt.
 
You’ll answer the door with your heart firing mortar bursts through your rib cage. Your body, drunk 
on emotion, your arms and legs weighty with palpable fire. You’ll cover it well with a polite smile as you 
welcome him and lead him to the room where the rest of the family is waiting. Your father will smile a 
smile that only a man released from prison knows anything about. 
 
With a half-hearted excuse you’ll sneak away to the kitchen and slam two glasses of—surprisingly 
decent—boxed Cabernet, shadowing yourself around a corner to watch the man who is your father. 
He’ll shake hands. Laugh some. Hug a sobbing Aunt Bertie who will wail that she knew it all along 
despite years proclaiming otherwise. When no one is looking his eyes dart around the room, lingering 
on photos of you and your family. The one of your mother on the entertainment center holds him the 
longest. You’ll wonder if this is how everyone wrongly convicted of murder would look at things. There 
obviously wouldn’t be any pictures of him. You and your sister burned all of them years ago. You were 
both drunk on Tom Collins’ and declared that a fiery ritual of some sort just made good sense.
 
Near the end of the gathering, when you’re cleaning up, he’ll corner you.
 
Let me help, he’ll say, trying to make eye contact with you but failing.
 
You’ll wave him off. That’s ok, you’ll say. That he should just relax.
 
He’ll nod and start to help anyway, coming much nearer to you.

He’ll want to thank you and call you Rabbit, his pet name for you rolling off his tongue as if he’d said it 
only yesterday. As if the past 18 years had never happened.
 
God, you’ll say. It was the least you could do. You’ll shrug as if you hope that it might function as some 
pathetic symbol of apology for your failures as a daughter.
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He’ll take the garbage bag from you and tie it up, careful not to touch your hand in the process though 
he surely wants to. Yeah, he’ll say, I know.
 
The two of you will continue to make small talk for a couple hours. He’ll tell you that he’s headed to 
Florida in the morning, that an old friend who runs an auto repair shop promised him a job. The fresh 
re-abandonment will sting but you’ll realize you’re being an asshole. You tell him about your recent 
promotion to Charge Nurse at the hospital, how your husband is a stay-at-home-father and writer. In 
a surprising turn of events, your daughter will not be scared to approach her grandfather in the least. 
You’ll watch as he kneels and shows her his only “magic trick,” the classic coin from behind the ear bit. 
She’ll laugh because magic still has the possibility of being real. The apologies you’ll make on behalf of 
your sister he’ll wave off. Sad but not angry. When he finally announces his departure your husband 
will shake his hand and wish him luck. You’ll pass your sleeping daughter to him and walk your father 
to the door.
 
Be safe down there, you might want to tell him. Keep in touch, don’t be a stranger, etc. Instead, you 
will say: I’m glad you stopped by. As if he was a friend dropping off a shitty casserole and not the man 
who you owed half your existence to.
 
Me too, Rabbit, he’ll say, adding after a reasonably awkward moment: Boy, that Charlotte is a pistol. 
She reminds me of you.
 
You’ll agree. She’s something.
 
He’ll tell you that If you’re ever down his way to give him a shout, that he’d love to see you and the little 
pistol again.
 
You’ll promise that you will.
 
His breath will cloud in the bitter cold as he steps outside and says, goodnight, Rabbit.
 
You’ll return the goodnight but leave the space where a “Dad” might normally go open.
 
For the first time since the lawyer told you about your father’s innocence and subsequent release, you’ll 
finally be able to exhale. The man who was supposed to be your father will fade down the sidewalk and 
return to his familiar home: out of sight. You’ll be glad Florida is so far away. Distance is simply a prison 
by another name.
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You’ll have talked to him a few times since then. Mostly on the phone, once when he came in for Aunt 
Bertie’s funeral. He’ll call you on your birthdays. You’ll be too ashamed that you can’t remember his 
although you know it was in the spring. When he dies a few years later, a heart attack on his lunch 
break, his friend that gave him the job, Reggie Calloway, will call and tell you your father listed you as 
his emergency contact. Talked about you all the time, Reggie will tell you.
 
You’ll find the emotions that have been living inside you, the ones that never stopped reverberating 
through the marrow of your bones, will still be there. You had dreamed that they would subside when 
he was gone, that the burdensome embers could finally light out. But if the world has made a promise 
it’s set on keeping it’s that some fires are harder to snuff than others.
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Myrtle Beach Before the Stroke
Laura Thorp

Before I learned the slim truth of a body slowly fading
         or the sterile yellow smell of an ICU waiting room

before the money ran out, before we had enough
         medical bills to wallpaper our apartment

before the headaches got worse and became a final burst
         of electricity and blood blinding you in your left eye

before I became a mother to my mother, and you
         became a daughter to your daughter,
 
there was summer. And steamy air heavy with the stench
        of fish and salt, and our old green Buick
 
and hard brown sand broken up by shells that caught
         on the skin of our feet,
 
and the little motel on the shore – a crumbling drywall
         lean-to – it was oceanfront, with a view
 
and there was still time to pretend that nothing was changing
         and the only thing that mattered was laughing

at the neon yellow and green of a hotel bathroom
         that couldn’t escape the past,
 
and there was you and me and the shrinking sliver
         of sunlight that broke through the rust-red curtains.
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The Singing Way
Jen Karetnick

In Farsi, there are 30 ways
to say, “I love you.” The ancient
Greeks used six words to define,
 
defend or divide love. In Italian,
there are two, the one you confess
to your partner, the other
 
you press upon your children.
When my husband and I backpacked
through Europe, we met a pair
 
of Swedes who taught us
how to lilt, “Jag älskar dig,”
when English became inadequate
 
with its solitary phrase, as it so often
does, although Mister Rogers believed
in many ways of showing it: cleaning

your room without being told,
hanging up your clothes, crayoning
construction paper to hang with stained
 
magnets on the refrigerator, or “singing
something someone really likes
to hear.” Like Barney, who droned
 
about love in a voice as viscous
as egg yolk, always signing off
with a “kiss from me to you.”
 
My daughter carried him with her
everywhere, a stuffed dinosaur spouting
music that sounded like a toddler’s
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urine hitting porcelain, switched on
by squeezing his foot. Barney
serenaded her in Aventura Mall,
 
in Publix, in the Tot Lot as she swung
in the bucket seat, kicking her legs
to torque the chains, his battery
 
a superpower I couldn’t dislodge.
And it was Barney I heard, an auto
echolocation, when she called
 
from Fort Lauderdale Airport to tell me
the highway had been closed. She was locked
down inside the terminal, the bomb squad
 
approaching a suspicious package
like a stray dog in a parking lot.
“I love you,” he trilled in my inner ear.
 
“You love me.” On Twitter, conspiracy
theorists broached the idea that the “bomb”
might be a provisional ballot box, found
 
in the trunk of an election supervisor’s
rental car, and the police mere glitter,
obfuscating the abandoned envelopes.
 
This was the first year we had all voted,
both of my children now legal adults.
“We’re a happy family.” The bullhorn
 
mafia gathered outside the recount office.
Dogs hunted runways as if for truffles.
I told my girl to stay safe where there is no
 
safe. I texted her my broken emoji heart,
two half notes purpling with pain. Mother
ghost, I was haunting the feeds and threads
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when the roads yawned open. Drew in breath
from their macadam diaphragms. And crooned
her back to me, as fragile and whole as sound.
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One Day, When the Sun is Shining
Charlie Lefever

I’m at the computer. My twelve year old form is shallow and uncertain. My best friend has an away message 
up telling me she’s having the time of her life. I’m unsure as to why I’m alone at my house and not with her 
also having the time of my life. My mom comes into the room and turns up the volume on the thoughts in 
my head. She twists and turns until she’s found the right frequency. Insecurities that were, moments ago, 
flitting through my brain like an out of tune radio station are now crystal clear. I feel thoroughly betrayed. 

I am older now and I cook for myself and I am lonely. My two loves, the tall one with the kind smile, and 
you, the one with hair the same shade as a night with no moon, my two favorites to fill, are bottomless. 

I sit at a shitty taco restaurant next to a girl who is not you. This is on purpose. The girl who is not you 
leans close to flirt with me. I wait one long second and then I decide to flirt back. “Woah-,” she leans back 
and looks at her friend across the table. I feel juvenile and out of place. I feel baited. 

I eat and eat and eat my own feelings so as not to feel this way. So as not to burden you. One day, when the 
sun is shining, I will cook you a meal so grand you will finally accept my love for you and then you will fill 
yourself with that love and it will bloom inside of you. But, no. “I don’t deserve you,” you say to me after I 
feed you. 

I stand at a poetry contest and read out loud from my diary. A man in the audience gives me a 6.0. I change 
my next poem for him and he gives me a 5.5. The hereditary insecurity in my body blooms like a rash. He’s 
the only one in the audience I can see. 

The evening is over and you’re dropping me off. We hug. You laugh in my ear but it’s one I’ve heard before 
like on that night at the bar when our co-worker kept hugging you over and over and I heard you laugh the 
same way. I’m wondering if your laugh is in place of your no. I want to pull back and ask if you’re uncom-
fortable. I don’t. “Don’t look right at me,” you say as you finish my eye makeup in the parking garage. I 
flick my eyes to the side. 

Do you lie to me? Like the one before you? The one that had porn on his computer, poorly hidden, and 
when I found it I didn’t confront him but instead tried to get him to tell me. He didn’t, wouldn’t, just lied 
and lied, hunkering down. Is it happening again? There’s a cut on your hand and it looks bad. I ask you 
about it and you tell me it’s a cat scratch but your voice is strange and high-pitched and I’m listening to you 
tell me about the time your boyfriend punched a telephone pole in front of you out of love and I want to 
ask if you’re okay but I don’t. The hunkering down is worse for me. 

I take the food I made for you and I eat it myself and I tell myself that this is how I feel full. She’s a reflector 
if you give her nothing there is nothing. What can I do to prove my love to you? Nothing, nothing. 
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Our love is a small motel in Van Nuys…
Alexis Rhone Fancher

where nobody knows him. Our love is stolen, under wraps. Our love is no look/ no touch in the 
office; hook up. Amuse bouche. Our love is black on white, savvy vs eager, low light and dalliance. Our 
love is full-court lust between rough sheets on too-short afternoons. Our love is Willie’s smallish 
cock and generous mouth, his agile fingers on my clit, his silver tongue down my throat. Our love 
tastes like chocolate. Our love is his 50 year old body slipped between my coltish legs. Our love is his 
wife and my kid and just infrequent enough to keep it hot. Our love is a tutorial, a sweaty screw on 
the company dime, October afternoons when sales manager, Russ Tremaine, leaves early for 
Fontana to beat the traffic, his noxious urging to “go out and pump some sunshine,” his 
motor-mouth at last put on hold. Russ can smell the sex on me and Willie. That look on his face, 
half confused, half jealous, nostrils flared, green eyes, feral. Look, our love is not love. Our love is 
autumn’s shortened light. Often, when there’s time, Willie coaches me on my sales technique. You 
good with brothers, he says. And you got white folks down. But you a looong drink of water, baby. He smiles, 
taking in the lank of me. Asians? he says. You tower above them, and that ain’t good. This is how you sell to 
Koreans, he counsels, sitting me down on the side of the bed so I look smaller and more respectful. 
Sometimes I imagine Russ in his company car, bumper to bumper on the 210 East, daydreaming of 
a threesome, while he inches home to his bed-ridden wife and ‘little’ Russ, who at six has yet to utter 
a word, and who may or may not be his.
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Acid Wash with Care
Natalie Merizalde

They’re fuckin morons, not to mention self-employed Silver Lake twenty-something-year-olds with 
nothing to do, so of course they decide to spend that Tuesday tripped out on California Sunshine, of 
all things. Well, more like Stevie decides, and once he hits the silly phase he starts thinking it’d be real 
cute to slip one of the blotters into his roommate’s orange juice. And Jess throws a hissy fit for about 
two seconds before he fuckin giggles when he gets all warm and tingly in the face. So, like, all’s fair, 
right?

“Dude, you’re like, fuckin. Killing me right now, with this whole Starlight Barbie thing going on.” 
And Stevie’s sitting upside down on the ottoman when he garbles it out, tongue leaking into the roof 
of his mouth, big brown eyes blown out, glazed over with stardust and the prettiest thing he’s ever 
seen:

Jess. Sweet Jesse, baby. Curls golden, thrown up into that ridiculous tie-dye scrunchie they had lifted 
from Walmart on Halloween, all stupid and strung out. Peach hoodie hanging off his shoulders, 
this massive Goodwill-looking thing they’d stolen from the landlady downstairs when they’d gotten 
fuckin sloshed on Christmas. They hadn’t wanted to drive back home for the holidays. It’s a no-go. 
They don’t talk about before Silver Lake.

There is no dazzling, empty three-story on 1345 Lorna Avenue, Kinsley, Ohio. There is no rundown, 
battered shotgun on 1222 Sydney Way, Daring, Colorado. There is only the apartment they split on 
Stevie’s trust fund, tucked just across the street from that little Korean barbecue place that’s not quite 
gentrified enough for Stevie to talk Jess out of covering the bill. Because even with no savings to speak 
of, the blond always gets this fuckin conniption about money and whose treating who. About ladies 
and gentlemen, and fuck you, Steve, I’ve got it.

It’s strung up in so many little rituals. Too much for Stevie to bother with, and there is no Daring, 
anyway. There is no Kinsley. There is no investment banker’s prodigal son, reversing out of an empty 
dollhouse without so much as a note. There is no angry little girl scuffing her knees from sprinting 
into the gutter by the bluffs.

So, instead, there is Jesse paying for their lunch and puffing his chest out and standing too broad and 
defiant as he dares Stevie with a rainbow scrunchie and Madonna curls and pretty pink cotton look-
ing furious. There is Stevie going along for the ride, playing with the two little pads of paper from the 
ziplock bag under the sink while his mug full of noodles goes lukewarm. Loosen up, Jesse boy.

There is now, Tuesday at three pm with the blackout curtains drawn together and their car keys 
locked in the safety deposit box and taped shut, just in case.
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There is Jess, laying now, in those jeans. You know the ones: acid wash, ripped, with the iron-on Care 
Bear patches that his little sister had hot pressed onto the back pockets way back when Jess stood only 
for Jessica and he was just a tomboy daddy’s girl who wore pants three sizes too big for the illusion of 
something filling the space between his thighs.

There is now, right fuckin now, with that syrupy Oliver Tree remix bleeding from the speakers as Jess 
melts back into the stalks of the shag carpeting, gone stupid with acid sunshine and bracketed like 
a baby between slow arms. There is nothing, absolutely nothing, but gross, brainless, disembodied 
awe as they’re sucked up and away into that tricky space somewhere between Cali and the milky spot 
behind their eyes, and it’s by far the worst thing they’ve always wanted.
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Neon Woman
Kara Knickerbocker

Sometimes I miss those 5 a.m. wake ups,
smell of sunshined gasoline on hot asphalt,
midnight oil splattered on tan gloves. 
I think of those men, their bronzed biceps
(from their t-shirt sleeves down)
and my place shotgun in the truck,
about J.D. eating gas station hot dogs,
Todd veering across the yellow line
over the college girls at Allegheny,
how Russ tried to get me to chew.
 
I wore that hard hat, sweat pooling in my sports bra,
chasing the lines on their leathered faces.
Wondered if there was more to this story
than the grip of the shovel, swift kiss of the blade
as it slices into the willing earth,
dirt caking the steel toe boots.
Everything hot. Everything weathered.
I think, these men are my father’s age.
 
Still, I know they see me.
My blue jean hips, blonde ponytail peeking out,
breasts small but eager. 
I felt it like the rev of that engine.
There will always be an emptying parking lot,
laundry piling, drive thru orders,
a working man’s back breaking into the day,
wiping sweat from his brow,
pretending not to notice the neon woman
the woman never admitting she notices him, too. 
Some out-of-line, sunfire attraction
that burns a hole in our best intentions.
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